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Del-Ardo was the stage name of the late and great W. G. Magnuson who in the
1920-1930's produced a number of manuscripts revealing the innermost secrets
of the mediums, mentalists and mystics.

These manuscripts were often badly typewritten and are very hard to find in any
readable or legible condition these days, which is a great shame as many of
them were gold dust.

Now out of copyright and/or in the public domain. Jonathan Royle has spent time
to track down almost readable copies and has then spent time decoding the
unclear bits and then re-typing them so they are clear and readable, before often
adding his own additional thoughts and ideas on the material presented.

Presented within this eBook are the following manuscripts:

* The Original Shireen X-Ray Eyes System

* The Modern Seer-Ship Act

* The Dead One Speaks

* Eyes That See

* Modern Horoscope Workers Code

* Challenge Blindfold Drive

* The Ellis Mind-Reading Act

Plus Jonathan Royle's added thoughts, comments and ideas on these long out of
print but just as workable today as they ever were routines.

In total you get a large format (A4) PDF eBook with 27 pages of pure gold that
will give you more than enough workable mind blowing miracle standard material
to perform a complete act or show of two person telepathy and blindfolded vision
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stunts.

From psychically answering questions written down by audience members
without ever touching the envelopes they sealed their cards within, to transmitting
the nature and identity of borrowed objects to the on-stage blindfolded medium
through to sensing which name is the dead person amongst a list of living people,
you'll learn it all and more in this book.

There are no difficult verbal codes to learn, although a powerful and relatively
easy to learn silent cuing and coding system is taught within.

You'll even discover how to read borrowed books which have been opened at
any page by an audience member whilst you are blindfolded and also sat in a
totally dark room, yes that's right the secrets of reading in the dark or if you so
desire to present it as such, by your fingertips are also revealed.

And of course you learn how to have cotton wool padded into your eye sockets
and then stuck into place with surgical tape, followed by a standard style blindfold
being applied around the head before a black cloth bag is placed over your head
and yet you will still be able to see well enough to perform miracles.

Much of this material is so old that it is new again and uses principles that are so
simple and yet hugely effective that in the hands of someone with showmanship
skills these secrets could make you famous.
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